Adult Basic Education (ABE) program is designed to help individuals who want to improve their basic skills in reading, writing, math, and speaking that help them strengthen their reading levels, or provide them with important life skills. ABE teachers provide direct instruction in the following subject areas:

- Workforce readiness;
- Study skills;
- Test-taking strategies;
- Math competency;
- Academic vocabulary development;
- Writing proficiency;
- Reading comprehension;

- Please be sure to provide a current phone number and email, or any changes, for communication. If you do not have an email, we will help you obtain one.

- Instructors are here to help you. You will need to meet with an instructor to devise a plan that best meets your end goal.

- Computers are available, in the main office, during or off class hours if needed. Equipment is expensive so a “Use Agreement” must be signed.

- Adult Ed classrooms are work space and must be kept quiet so that others can get their work done. You cannot be accompanied in class, nor are visitors allowed during class hours.